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Abstract 
 
     In a network, the Routers provide best possible services by handling or processing each 
incoming packet independently (i.e. in the same manner). The process of categorizing the 
packets into ‘flows’ in an internet router is called “packet classification”. All packets which 
belong to the same flow obey a predefined rule as mentioned in the forwarding table and are 
processed in the same manner by the router. For ex, all the packets which have same source 
and destination IP addresses are categorized to form a flow.  Packet classification is required 
for non-best effort services that requires the routers to have the capability to identify and 
classify traffic in different flows for suitable processing. 
       In general, packet classification on multiple fields is a difficult problem, so we have  
implemented basic classification algorithms in Python programming language by taking five 
fields as per which the packets will be classified. The five fields are source IP address, 
destination IP address, input and output port number and the transmission protocol. Then these 
algorithm files were executed in NOX (an open source software providing sophisticated 
network functionality). Then the performance of the three algorithms i.e. the time taken by the 
algorithms to classify each packet is calculated and compared. This is repeated for different 
number of packets varying in size and compared and it was found that the grid of tries has the 
best performance among the three algorithms.  
 
      But, none of the three trie algorithms simultaneously avoids empty internal nodes and back 
tracking. This thesis proposes a new efﬁcient packet classiﬁcation algorithm using the set 
pruning trie approach. In the proposed algorithm, a hierarchical binary search tree is built for 
the pruned set of rules, which does not have empty internal nodes. Therefore, backtracking and 
empty internal nodes both are avoided by implementing the proposed algorithm. Simulation 
results prove that the proposed algorithm provides an improvement in search performance 
without increasing the memory requirement when compared with other existing trie based 
algorithms. 
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Chapter-1 
  
1.1 Introduction  
 The Internet is widely considered as the most reachable platform for the current and the next 
generation of information infrastructure. The virtually infinite bandwidth of optical fiber 
communication system has tremendously enhanced the data transmission speed during the past 
decade. The availability of unlimited bandwidth has prompted intensive multimedia services 
such as online gaming, music, distance learning and video download, meeting and conferences 
via videoconferencing.  Today’s technologies through which we access broadband internet  
such as very high bit rate digital subscriber lines (VDSLs) and Direct to home satellite 
television (D2H), are providing affordable broadband solutions  for connecting to the Internet 
from home. Also, with Terabit Ethernet access over optical fiber to the enterprise on its way, 
internet access speeds are going to increase tremendously. It is clear that the implementation 
of these technologies to access broadband will definitely result in a high demand for higher 
Internet bandwidth. To meet the demands of the Internet traffic growth, researchers are 
continuously exploring faster transmission and switching technologies. 
 The invention of optical transmission technologies, such as dense wave division multiplexing 
(DWDM), optical cross connects, optical add drop multiplexers, etc, have contributed towards 
lowering the costs of digital transmission. For example, the transatlantic cables connecting 
North America and Western Europe carry 300 channels, each with a link capacity of 11.6 Gbps 
which are wavelength-division multiplexed on to a single fiber and is transmitted 7000 km 
across the Atlantic. Recently in Alcatel-Lucent a 1296 × 1296 optical cross-connect (OXC) 
switching system which use micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) with a total switching 
speed of 2.07 petabits/s have been successfully tested. 
 
To meet such stringent standards set by the growing demand for high speed Internet access, the 
routers have to efficiently handle the packets generated from various IP addresses, i.e route the 
packets to their destination within very limited time(generally in nano seconds). So we have 
implemented efficient algorithms in NOX (software providing sophisticated network 
functionality) to classify and route the packets to their destination. The three trie based packet 
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classification algorithms which are implanted in this project are hierarchical trie, set pruning 
trie and grid of tries. 
 
 1.2 Literature survey  
         Traditionally demultiplexing was used by the packet processing systems to handle the 
incoming packets. When a packet arrived, the header field was used by the Protocol Software 
to decide how payload contained in the packet will be processed. For example, the Next Header 
field is used by the IPv6 system for selecting the correct transport layer protocol module. 
Modern, high-speed digital networks take a completely different view of packet processing. 
Instead of demultiplexing, they employ a technique known as classification. In demultiplexing, 
a packet passes through a protocol stack one layer at a time, whereas classification allowed 
processing across layers. Owing to this property of the classification, it is not only used by 
companies such as Cisco and Juniper, but also has been used in Linux and in network 
processors by companies such as Intel. 
 
           Packet classification is relevant to the three key technologies in networking. First, 
Ethernet switches use classification instead of demultiplexing for forwarding packets. Second, 
a router which sends incoming packets over Multiple Protocol Layer Switching (MPLS) flows 
uses packet classification to select the appropriate flow. Third, classification paved the way for 
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and the Open Flow protocol. 
 
            For understanding the need for classification, consider a network having protocol 
software arranged in a traditional layered stack. Packet processing depends on demultiplexing 
at every layer of the protocol stack. When a frame arrives, the protocol software reads the field 
Type to decode the contents of the payload frame. If the frame carries an IP datagram, the 
payload is dispatched to the IP protocol module for processing. IP protocol module uses the 
destination address of the packet to select the next-hop address. If the datagram is 
in transfer (i.e., passing through the router on its way to its destination), IP protocol modules 
sends the datagram back to one of its output ports. A datagram reaches TCP layer only if the 
datagram is destined for the router itself. TCP then uses the port numbers in the TCP segment 
for demultiplexing the incoming datagram between multiple application programs. 
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            For understanding the inability of traditional layering to solve all problems, we consider 
MPLS processing. Consider a router at the boundary of a traditional internet and an MPLS 
core. Such a router should accept the packets which arrive from the traditional internet and 
select an MPLS path to send the packet. In many cases, network managers use transport layer 
protocol containing input and output port numbers when choosing a path. For example, suppose 
a packet manager wants to transport all packets down a specific MPLS path. All the packets 
which will use TCP port 80, meaning that the selection must examine the TCP port number. 
But in a traditional demultiplexing scheme, a datagram does not reach the transport layer except 
the datagram is intended for the local network system. Therefore, protocol software must be 
restructured to handle MPLS path selection as path selection often consists of transport layer 
information and a traditional stack will not send transit datagrams to the transport layer. 
           With the development of new applications, Internet service providers (ISPs) need 
routers to adapt to different quality of service (QoS) requirements for diverse applications. QoS 
necessitates the router be able to classify the incoming packets according to a set of predeﬁned 
rules, which is the purpose of packet classiﬁcation. The set of predeﬁned rules is called a 
classiﬁer and it is application-speciﬁc. Packet classiﬁcation has been known to be a challenging 
problem. Without taking advantage of special properties of classiﬁers, any solution would be 
either exceedingly storage-consuming or time-consuming in the worst case. The classification 
(search/query) process is performed ﬁeld by ﬁeld. With proper implementation, each 
classification requires a few memory access on an average, thus, very high-speed classiﬁcation 
can be achieved. Even though node sharing makes the updating process such as insertion and 
deletion less straightforward, the complexity of the updating the classifier remains low because 
each operation affects a small part of the data structure.  
  
             The major functional blocks of a packet forwarding engine (for ex, a router) which 
require processing at wire speed are the IP address lookup and the packet classiﬁcation. IP 
address lookup decides an output port for an incoming packet, using the destination IP address 
of an incoming packet. Packet classiﬁcation classiﬁes the incoming packet into a particular 
flow based on predeﬁned rules so that the packet can be accorded with the service deﬁned for 
the class to which it belongs. For Internet routers to provide diverse service qualities for each 
packet ﬂow, packet classiﬁcation is a critical function. The time allotted to classify each packet 
in a flow is in nanoseconds since the packets arrive at speeds of gigabits or terabits per second.  
Therefore, the packet handling speed is of prime importance. 
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              The use of application-speciﬁc integrated circuits (ASICs) with off-chip Ternary 
content addressable memories (TCAMs) has been the best option in providing packet 
forwarding at wire speeds. The demerits of using TCAMs is that it consume 150 times more 
power per bit than SRAMs. TCAMs cost around 30 times more per bit of storage than SRAMs 
(DDR). Another problem is the rule repetition related to the port number ﬁelds. The port 
number ﬁelds can be a ﬁxed number or a range bounded by low and high boundaries. If a rule 
contains ﬁeld speciﬁed by a range, the range has to be changed into multiple preﬁxes, and the 
rules with each changed preﬁxes are then stored into a TCAM entry. A port range can be 
converted into a maximum of 30 preﬁxes and if two port ﬁelds are given by ranges, a total of 
900 TCAM entries are needed. Therefore, efﬁcient packet classiﬁcation algorithms using 
conventional memories such as SRAMs are necessary. 
 
          The speed at which the packet classification occurs is calculated by using the number of 
memory accesses in an algorithm since memory lookup is the slowest operation in a search 
process. Hierarchical trie based approaches are very efficient in enabling high-speed lookup 
performance as the search space is reduced by a substantial amount as compared to a one-
dimensional search. The existing hierarchical trie based methodologies has two main 
drawbacks: back-tracking and empty nodes in the interior of the destination trie. In order to 
eradicate back-tracking, the hierarchical set-pruning trie employs a set-pruning of the rules, in 
which rules included in the ancestor nodes are copied into all the descendant nodes. In the grid-
of-tries structure, it has to compute switch pointers in the destination trie in advance. 
 
            V. Srinivasan and G. Varghese [4] proposed the grid-of-tries data structure for 2D (2-
dimensional) classification, which reduces the storage complexity compared to hierarchical 
trie. 
            T. V. Lakshman and D. Stiliadis [8] A formal description of the rule, classifier, and 
packet classification and how the rules are used to construct a tree and classify the packet. 
             P. Gupta and N. Mckeown [3] Proposed on how to include multiple fields in the 
classification module and effectively classify packets in corresponding flows. How the 
performance matrices such as search speed, memory requirement, scalability in classifier size, 
update time are used to classify the various packet classification algorithms. 
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              S. Lyer, and A.Shelat [1] Given a classifier defining packet attributes or content, 
packet classification is the process of identifying the rule or rules within this set to which a 
packet conforms or matches. 
1.3 Objective of work  
               With the growing demand of high bitrate and bandwidth intensive services such 
as video streaming, online gaming and cable television, the load on the digital 
infrastructure is huge. The Routers in the backbone network of any Tier of ISP’s have 
their task cut out three fold, packets should be classified in as much less time as possible, 
minimum memory requirement of the routers and low power consumption. 
            Classification is a fundamental network performance enhancement that allows a 
packet-processing system to cross layers of stack of protocol to classify packets. A 
classifier handles each packet as an array of bits and examines the contents of header 
fields at specific locations in the array. Classification offers high-speed forwarding for 
network systems such as Ethernet switches and routers that send packets across MPLS 
tunnels.   
                The grid of tries structure simultaneously avoids back-tracking and eliminates 
empty internal nodes. But in grid of tries structure, we have to pre compute the pointers 
to the destination trie which enormously increases the complexity of the trie structure if 
the number of fields in the rules increases to more than 2 .This thesis illustrates the 
hierarchical packet classiﬁcation algorithms such as hierarchical trie, set pruning trie and 
grid of tries and proposes a new hierarchical algorithm. The proposed algorithm 
constructs a hierarchical binary search tree, which does not include empty internal nodes, 
for the pruned set of rules. In other words, the proposed algorithm uses set-pruning to 
avoid back-tracking and uses a binary search tree to eliminate empty internal nodes. 
Hence the proposed algorithm improves the search performance as well as eliminates the 
memory overhead of empty nodes. 
The objective of this project are:- 
• To implement the trie based packet classification algorithms viz. Hierarchical trie, Set pruning 
trie and Grid of tries in Python programming language. 
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• To implement a new classification algorithm that  uses the  modified set pruning trie as the rule 
storing data structure and uses binary search in order to classify the packet. 
• To implement the proposed modified set pruning trie in Python.  
• To simulate the classification algorithms in NOX by varying the parameters such as packets 
size and number of packets. 
• To compare the performance characteristics of the classification algorithms. 
 
1.4 Thesis Layout  
• Chapter 2 discusses the overview of Internet and its working. The architecture of the 
Internet w.r.t to the ISP’s is briefly discussed. Then the router architecture and a brief 
description of its various components and their functions. 
• Chapter 3 provides a detail insight into the working of the routers i.e. how it decodes the 
packet header and classifies the packet into flows. Then the basic description of the three 
packet classifying algorithms and their performance are highlighted. Owing to the 
demerits of the current trie based algorithms, a new trie based algorithm is proposed which 
fares better in terms of memory occupied and search speed . 
• Chapter 4 gives a clear understanding of the Openflow and SDN technologies and how 
these trie algorithms coded in python are used to simulate the packet classification process 
as in real routers. The results obtained prove that the proposed algorithm is superior to the 
existing classification algorithms. 
• Chapter 5 contains the concluding remarks of the project and the scope of future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 
INTRODUCTION AND WORKING OF ROUTERS 
 
2.1 Internet architecture 
 
                Internet is an interconnection of thousands of networks spanning all over the globe. 
It is a network of networks consisting of all commercial and service providers networks. It is 
not practically feasible for a single service provider to connect two distant lying on opposite 
sides of the earth. Depending on the area of coverage and size of the network, the Internet 
service providers (ISP’s) are divided into three major categories. In the first category are the 
TIER 1 ISP’s whose high speed networks form foundations of the internet.  Large 
telecommunication and network providers such as Verizon, Sprint, AT&T, Vodafone etc form 
the Tier 1 of internet service providers. These telecomm giants sell or lease out their network 
capacities to the smaller tier 2 and tier 3 ISP’s. Tier 2 ISP’s are generally the smaller national 
service providers such as BSNL, China mobile which use the high speed network of the Tier 1 
ISP’s. Tier 3 ISP’s are generally the regional service providers providing broadband internet 
connection over a region or a cluster of cities such as Ortel and ActTV.  
                   The link between ISP’s of same tier is called peering link and it is used by the 
service providers to share traffic heading towards each other’s network. This sharing of the 
network via peering agreement link is for mutual benefit of the service providers, so it is free 
of any charges. But if a lower tier ISP has to use the link of a higher tier ISP to connect to the 
Internet, then it has to pay a transit fees. So Local and Tier 3 ISP’s are the customers of the 
higher Tier ISP’s. Tier 1 ISP’s operate via IP and MPLS (multiple protocol layer switching) 
technology which uses optical fibre standards such as OC-192 (10 gbps) to OTN-3 (40 gbps), 
or even higher standards to meet the ever growing demand of bandwidth intensive services and 
applications. The high speed peering link agreements between the tier 1 ISP’s form the 
backbone of the Internet. The primary aim of this high speed backbone network is to move 
large amounts of traffic as fast as possible between networks.  
                 The service providers are connected to the rest of the Internet through a wide range 
of links, varying from a STS-1 to STS-48 to OC-3 link and these links generally use the 
Transport layer protocols i.e layer 2 in the protocol stack. The point of the network via which 
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the users and enterprises connect to the network is called the point of presence or POP. An 
Edge router is one which assimilates various connection links and all these edge routers are 
interconnected at a POP. The POP’s are usually connected via a high speed connection to a 
backbone network and via a peering link to another POP’s. 
 
FIGURE 1.  INTERNET ARCHITECTURE WITH POINT OF PRESENCE (POP) 
                    Generally users can connect to the Internet via mobile phone, modem etc.  Links 
to connect to the internet are telephone cables, via dial up modem we can connect to the Internet 
but the speed is limited to 56 kbps. Then comes ADSL and VDSL which uses the unused 
telephone slots to connect to the Internet at an improved speeds up to 10 mbps. Moving over 
to Mobile phones which connect to the Internet via radio waves use 3G and 4G techniques such 
as WCDMA, HSDPA can get internet access speeds up to 2-3 Mbps to tens of mbps. But the 
connection providing highest access speeds is the Ethernet connection via optic fibre which 
provides speeds upto 100 mbps.  
               The services provided via the internet such as e-mails, e-commerce, video streaming, 
online gaming are all client server type of models in which the client requests for a service and 
the server responds to the request by providing the appropriate service. All the client server 
models are distributed type of applications which are supported by the communication 
infrastructure.  The packets generated at a source is transported to a router, where through a 
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switch fabric it is dispatched to the destination. The switching and routing of packets takes 
place in the layer 3 i.e the network layer. The network layer acts like a communication medium 
for applications and processes running simultaneously at two remote locations. 
2.2 The Router Network comprising the Internet 
 
The design of the routers is largely market driven and it has to satisfy the both the economic 
and operational requirements of the service providers. Service providers want high bandwidth 
and consistency but at the same time want to minimize their infrastructure and maintenance 
costs. The routers or MPLS switches are connected to OXC (optical cross-connect), which in 
turn are interconnected by DWDM transmission equipment and then to physical link, i.e the 
optical fiber cable. The core routers used in the network backbone have very specific 
requirement and that is to transfer large amounts of traffic as quickly as possible. The mid-size 
IP routers used at edge of the network have a wide range of evolving requirements because of 
the diversified services they offer at the network edge. Therefore, POP’s have a pool of 
interconnected edge routers for this purpose of providing unique point to point solutions. But 
this not only increases the complexity of POPs but also raises the infrastructure and 
maintenance costs. For this reason, the current generation of edge routers are designed 
accordingly to handle the diverse services and evolving demands of the network providers. 
 
FIGURE 2. CURRENT TOPOLOGY OF THE ROUTERS IN THE NETWORK 
Text
Access/Hub Routers
Hub to Core Links
Intra POP 
interconnections
Mid size
Core Router
Parallel WAN 
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        In the future, the number of edge routers will increase manifold, so it will increase 
complexity of pops and result in unreliable network infrastructure.  So the way forward for 
designing of future networks is the removal of edge routers altogether and replacing them with 
fewer number of core routers to increase reliability and performance, and keeping a check on 
the network costs. The future routers have to assimilate the strict performance characteristics 
of the core routers and diverse serviceability of the dynamic edge routers forged into a single 
body.    
 
FIGURE 3. FUTURE TOPOLOGY OF THE ROUTERS NETWORK 
2.3 Router architecture 
 
                 The main job of a router is to receive packets through its input ports, process its 
header in the route controller and then switch the packet to the appropriate output port via the 
switch fabric. Router have two different types of architectures viz. centralized and distributed. 
In the centralized type of architecture the input and output ports are connected to the interfaces 
and these interfaces are connected to switch fabric. And all forwarding engines, a route 
controller and a management controller are interconnected via the switch fabric. The input ports 
at the interfaces sends the packets to the forwarding engine through the switch fabric. The 
Text
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large 
capacity 
core 
routers
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forwarding engine decodes the packet header and determines which output port it has to be sent 
to. This information is send to the input port and accordingly the packet is switched to the 
corresponding output port through the switching fabric. It is worth noting that in centralized 
type of router architecture, the packets have to cross the switching fabric twice, once for header 
processing in the forwarding engine and the second time for being switched to the appropriate 
output port. So in centralized type of architecture the switch fabric has to operate at least twice 
the line speed. In centralized architecture, the forwarding engines are shared by the interfaces. 
And administrative and management functions such as updating routing protocols to generate 
the forwarding tables, resource reserving are done by the route controller and the management 
controller. 
 
FIGURE 4. CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE OF A ROUTER 
              
Moving on to the distributed type of architecture of the routers, the forwarding engine are 
integrated with the line cards. This type of architecture is followed by most of the current high 
performance routers. The packets coming through the input ports are processed there itself by 
the forwarding engines and then these packets are sent through the switching fabric only once. 
The forwarding tables in the forwarding engines are continuously updated by the Route 
controller based on the routing protocols used. Route updates are frequent but it is not 
compulsory to download a new forwarding table for each and every route. The forwarding 
tables are optimized for lookup speed whereas Route controllers are designed for dynamic and 
fast updates. 
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FIGURE 5. CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE OF A ROUTER 
 
The functions of an IP router are of two types- data path functions and control plane functions. 
The data path functions of an IP router are packet forwarding decisions and output link 
scheduling for every datagram passing through the router. When a packet arrives at the 
forwarding engine, its destination address is masked by the subnet mask. It is a logical AND 
operation. It is done because only the network part of the destination IP address is required for 
forwarding the packet. The address obtained after the AND operation is used to lookup the 
forwarding table and this done by the forwarding engine. After that longest prefix matching is 
done to find the appropriate output port.  
                      Functionalities such as configuring the system, exchange and management of 
routing table updates and information which are not as frequent as the data path functions fall 
under the control plane functions. Some examples of routing protocols are BGP (border 
gateway protocol), OSPF (open shortest path forwarding) and RIP (routing information 
protocol). The routers use these protocols to build a routing table and share these topologies 
with each other. The control functions are implemented on software as they not exercised on 
every inbound packet, they don’t have a time bound constraint.  
                     A typical router contains multiple line cards, a route controller (RC), a 
management controller (MC) and a switching fabric to interconnect them all. The RC, line 
cards, MC communicate with each other through a separate link known as Ethernet switch or 
via the switch fabric. The line card interfaces acts like a gateway from the physical link layer 
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i.e. layer 1 to the higher layers such as data layer (layer 2) layer 3 i.e. the network layer, 
transport layer (layer 4). The line card interfaces are the input and output ports for the data 
coming in and going out from a router. With the emergence of new applications, the protocols 
are evolving and the line cards are becoming increasingly complex. Current generation of line 
cards support full duplex optical fiber connection on the network side and either one incoming 
or one outgoing connection to the switch fabric backplane where the actual switching takes 
place. The router network connections aggregate the lower speed lines into a high speed link 
for high bandwidth applications such as video streaming. The line cards also have the 
provisions to regulate the flow of packets from thousands of input and output queues in order 
to adjust incoming and outbound traffic to and from the switch fabric. 
TABLE 1. POPULAR PRACTICAL ROUTERS IN THE MARKET 
MODEL CAPACITY(sum 
of ingress and 
egress capacities) 
MEMORY POWER FEATURES 
Cisco 10000 51.2 Gbps --- 1200 W QoS , MPLS 
Dell N3000 240 Gbps 2 GB 3000 W MPLS, VRRP-6 
Juniper M-320 320 Gbps 2 GB 3150 W MPLS, QoS, VPN 
 Cisco 7600 720 Gbps 1 GB 370 W QoS, MPLS, 
Aggregation 
Cisco 12000 1.28 Tbps 4 GB 4706 W MPLS, Peering 
HP 8812 Classic 1.44 Tbps 4 GB 3500 W Management Interface 
control, high port  
density 
lJuniper TX/T-
640 
2.5 Tbps 2 GB 4550 W MPLS, QoS, Peering 
Cisco CRS 9.2 Tbps 4 GB 16,560 W MPLS, QoS, Peering 
 
           The components of a line card are transponders, a framer, a central processing unit, a 
traffic manager and a network processor. 
Transponders: These are basically transrecievers responsible for full duplex communication 
between the line card and the optical fibre connection. They convert the optical signals to 
electrical signals (digital) for incoming network traffic and the vice versa for outgoing traffic. 
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Framer: A framer synchronises the header frame of the incoming packet, processes it and 
delineation of the packet. While transmitting the packets, a SONET/SDH framer generates the 
section, line and path overhead. The framer aligns the parity bits, inserts framing pattern for 
monitoring the performance of the router. And while receiving the packets it performs frame 
descrambling, bit parity monitoring and error count accrual for monitoring the performance. 
Central processing unit: it performs the control plane functions such as setting up and closing 
the connection, updating the routing tables, supervising the register and buffers and handling 
the exceptions. The CPU does not operate at line speeds. Line speed is the speed at which the 
packets move in the interfaces and between the interfaces and the switching fabric. 
Network processor: It is responsible for performing routing table lookup, packet classification 
and modifying the packet and it performs all these functions at line speed using some external 
memory such as static random access memory (SRAM) or dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM). It also uses external ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) for dedicated deep 
packet classification at higher levels (for multiple fields). 
 
FIGURE 6. TYPICAL ROUTER ARCHITECTURE 
Traffic Manager: Every connection and service class have different kinds of demands 
depending on the restrictions on classification speed and memory available. The traffic 
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manager handles the control plane functions for packet streams such as managing the buffer, 
traffic access control and scheduling the packets.  The traffic access control consists of 
mechanisms which specify the required traffic flow characteristics and service requirements 
for example peak rate, average delivery time, buffering time for each packet stream, Shaping 
(delaying or adjusting their burstiness) data flows, Policing the data flows and taking corrective 
measures when the traffic deviates from the specified flow restrictions. 
               A practical router contains hundreds of line cards for classifying the data streams 
grouped into different stacks. Line cards are like miniaturised form of an actual router. 
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Chapter 3 
PACKET CLASSIFICATION 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Conventionally routers try to deliver best services by handling each packet in the same manner. 
As new applications are being developed each day, the ISP’s try to match up by providing 
different quality of services to the emerging new applications. To provide these quality of 
services, routers have to apply new classification algorithms, new packet handling methods 
like packet scheduling in a fair manner, resource reservation, and admission control. But prior 
to applying these techniques, the router should be checked if it is flow aware or not, i.e. it 
should be able to identify, differentiate and classify the incoming packets into different flows. 
A flow aware router is different from a traditional router in the sense that it is proficient enough 
to keep track of flows passing through it and it applies different classes of service to different 
types of flows. Each flow is specified by a particular set of rules. Each rule consists of different 
fields and an associated action with that rule is applied on that particular flow. A set of rules is 
called is called a classifier and it is based on the benchmarks to be applied to classify the packets 
of a certain network application. A Classifier should be able to identify the packet header 
attributes as packet classification done by the routers is simply matching a packet to a certain 
rule or rules and then take the corresponding action mentioned in that particular rule.  To 
provide a clear picture of type of services delivered by a flow aware router, an example of a 
classifier is given below and this classifier is stored in Router X illustrated in the Figure 6. 
TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF A PRACTICAL CLASSIFIER 
Rule Network Layer Transport Layer Application 
Layer 
Protocol 
Action 
Destination Source Protocol Destination 
R1 208.68.16/24 192.168.25/24 RTP * RTP Forward the 
traffic to port VI 
R2 112.183/16 134.28.16/24 TCP * * Drop traffic if 
rate > 10 Mbps 
R3 134.28.16/24 * UDP * *  Deny 
R4 * * * * * Permit 
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FIGURE 7. NETWORK EXAMPLE WITH A CLASSIFIER 
 
The classifier example in the above figure has four rules in the classifier (but a practical router 
has hundreds of rules), the Router X offers the below mentioned functionalities:- 
 
Packet Routing – Rule R1 forwards all packets using real time protocol (RTP) from Network 
A to Network C through the asynchronous transfer network. All the routing action takes place 
in the application layer. 
  
Traffic Monitoring – Rule R2 restricts the flow of the traffic using transmission control 
protocol (TCP) from Net C to Net B up to a maximum of 10 mbps. 
 
Packet Filtering – Network C is a private network accessible only by users inside the system, 
for example in some research laboratories or any confidential government network. Rule R3 
inhibits the flow of any packet traffic employing user defined protocol (UDP) from an external 
network into Network C.  
Here, the Rule R4 matches any incoming packet since it acts like a wildcard for all its fields 
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are without any specified value and the priorities of the rules is taken into account only when 
the packets matches R4 along with any other rule. 
 
FIGURE 8. PACKET CLASSIFICATION 
 
 A classifier is made up of N rules, Rj where 1 ≤ j ≤ N  and Rj consists of three sub 
classification: 
(i) A normal symbol Rj[x] where1 ≤ x ≤ m, on each of the m header fields of a packet. 
(ii) A number P(Rj) points towards the priority of the rule among all the rules in the 
classifier. 
(iii) An action which is denoted as Act (Rj). 
 
                A packet P arriving at the router with the header considered as a d-tuple (P1, P2, 
P3…. Pm) is considered to be matching Rj provided Pi matches Rj[x] where1 ≤ x ≤ m. Given 
that the incoming packet is P with its header considered  to be a d-tuple, then the m dimensional 
packet classification method is to find a rule Rj having the highest priority in midst of all rules 
matching the d-tuple. The composition of packet header is a 32 bit source IP address, a 32 bit 
destination IP address, a 16 bit source port number, a 16 bit destination port number and 8 bits 
specifying the transmission protocol type. Highest priority among the rules is chosen by the 
longest prefix matching condition, the longer the number of bits of the header is matching the 
rule fields bit, higher is the priority. The rule having the highest priority among all the matched 
rules is chosen by the classifier and its corresponding action is performed on the packet.  
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                 The classifier example given in the table 3, each rule has five fields specifying the 
source and destination IP addresses in bits, source and destination port numbers in ranges. The 
prefix length specification is the same as in IP lookups, where the longest matching prefix is 
chosen for obtaining the next hop information of the packet. The source and destination port 
numbers is generally a number for example 36, or a range of numbers 243-1024, and greater 
than 1024.  
 
TABLE 3. CLASSIFIER EXAMPLE WITH SEVEN RULES IN FOUR FIELDS 
RULE F1 F2 F3 F4 ACTION 
R1 00* 110* 6 (10,12) Act0 
R2 00* 11* (4,8) 15 Act1 
R3 10* 1* 7 9 Act2 
R4 0* 01* 10 (10,12) Act1 
R5 0* 10* (4,8) 15 Act0 
R6 0* 1* 10 (10,12) Act3 
R7 * 00* 7 15 Act1 
 
                  A classifier consists of a Rule set, C = Rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, here N specifies the number 
of rules in the rules set and each rule Rj has ‘m’ fields. The fields are labelled as Fx, where    
1 ≤ x ≤ m . So the rule Rj can be said to be consisting of ‘m’ sub rules, i.e. Rj = {Rj1, 
Rj2,……..,Rjm}. The fields F1 and F2 basically represent the source IP and destination IP 
addresses. These are specified in prefixes and so they can effectively be represented by a 
hierarchical trie or by a TCAM for faster memory searches. The fields F3 and F4 represent the 
particular or range of the input and output ports for the traffic flow. These two fields can be 
proficiently handled by segregating into different ranges and executing range lookup for 
matching the rule sub field. 
       The example of the classifier provided in the table above has seven rules in the rule set and 
each rule has four fields. The seven rules are arranged in decreasing order of their priorities i.e. 
rule R1 has the highest priority. This rule set serves as the basis of packet classification 
algorithms explained in details in the forthcoming sections. 
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        The performance of the classification algorithms are measured and compared on several 
indices such as search speed, memory requirement, update time, scalability in operation and 
the flexibility in specification.  
Search speed - A high speed optical fibre internet connection carrying traffic for example at 20 
Giga bits per second require very high classification speed. Let say, the minimum IP packet 
size is 40 byte, then the link carries packets at speeds of 62.5 million packets per second. So 
the packets have to be classified within a maximum time of 16 nanoseconds. 
Memory requirement – Lower the memory required, faster is speed at which the memory is 
accessed and lower is power consumed. So small storage space is essential for software 
algorithms based on cache memory and the hardware algorithms based on SRAM and DRAM. 
 
Update time – When there is a modification in the classifier, such as addition or deletion of a 
field entry of any rule or any rule is added, then the structure of the algorithm has to be modified 
accordingly. Some particular applications such as flow recognition essentiate the fact that the 
update time should be small or else it affects the classification performance. 
 
Scalability in operation – The link speed and the type of application determines the size of the 
classifier. An edge router handling traffic to and from a town handles anywhere between 100k 
to 1 million flows. So as the number of services provided by the router increase, the number of 
header fields increase, i.e. the router should be able to scale as per the service required.   
Flexibility in operation – The classification algorithm should be able to handle varied 
specifications in the rules such as variable prefix length, port number ranges and wildcards. 
So the algorithms described below emulate the above mentioned parameters to be efficient in 
their performance. The simplest of all packet classification algorithms is the binary search 
algorithm. In this algorithm, the rule set is arranged as an array or as a linked list in increasing 
order of their priorities. When a packet arrives, its packet header is decoded and is compared 
sequentially with the fields in the rule set in the classifier till a match is found. The classification 
time and storage complexity is O(N) for a N rule set. So, a binary search is somewhat useful in 
small rule sets, but practically not feasible for large rule sets.    
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3.2 Trie based Classification Algorithms.  
 
3.2.1 Hierarchical trie 
Hierarchical trie is a multi-dimensional form a binary trie where each dimension represents a 
field in the rules set. It is also known as backtracking tries and muti level tries. 
Rule storing structure 
 In the figure 8, a two dimensional trie is shown having two tier structure representing the first 
and second fields of the classifier rule set provided in table 3. Only fields F1 and F2 are 
considered in the hierarchical trie as they are address prefixes and can be represented easily in 
the form of tries. The nodes representing F1 trie are elliptical in shape and the nodes 
representing F2 trie are circular in shape. The nodes in the F1 trie are connected to the nodes 
in the F2 tries by means of a next tree pointer represented in the form of a bold curved arrow. 
The grey nodes are labelled with a rule name such as Rj which means that if that node is reached 
during a search process, then that packet is said to have matched that particular rule. Since there 
are only four distinct prefixes in the field F1 of the rule set, so there exists four distinct F2 tries.  
A binary radix trie is formed using the F1 field of all the rules Rj1 of the classifier. Binary radix 
trie is a particular form of a binary trie in which all the trie nodes are disjoint sets. For each 
distinct F1 node a (d-1) dimensional trie Ti is built recursively using the prefixes in the field 
F2 and each root node of F2 trie is connected to a F1 Trie elliptical node by means of a pointer 
stored in that F1 trie node. 
 
FIGURE 9. HIERARCHICAL TRIE DATA STRUCTURE FOR F1 AND F2 FIELDS 
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Classification scheme 
 Let the inbound packet has header in the form of  ( h1, h2, h3, ….hx) and it is compared to the 
trie based structure by the following method – the search algorithm first navigates the  F1 trie 
by the help of header h1, after matching with a f1 node it travels to the next trie level using the 
next trie pointer. The algorithm recursively searches the d-1 dimensional F2 trie nodes for a 
suitable grey node to match a rule Rj. 
For the trie shown in the figure 8 formed using the rule sets provide in table3. An incoming 
packet header is (001,110), so the search process begins by comparing the first part of the 
header prefix i.e. 001 with the F1 trie nodes. The first bit is 0, so the search moves left from 
node A to node B , and then again 0 is present in prefix so the search process lands at node D. 
Then the next bit is 1 but since there is not more nodes to traverse in the F1 trie so the search 
for F1 trie node stops at Node D and using the next trie pointer the search moves to the level 
2, i.e. to the F2 trie. The F2 trie prefix to be searched is 110. So it moves using o to move left 
and 1 to move right in the trie, the search lands at nodes R1 and R2, but only R1 is recorded 
since it has higher priority. After recording node R1, the search backtracks to the 1st ancestor 
of node D in F1 trie, i.e. node B and this process is continued till all the ancestors of node D 
have been traversed. Finally the search ends at mode x of the ancestor node A. The rule matched 
during the entire process is R1, R2 and R6, but only R1 is returned as the matching rule since 
it has the highest priority. Here the backtracking is essential because the first part of the 
prefix’001’ may match many nodes in the F1 trie level and also we do not know in advance as 
to which F2 trie will match second filed of the prefix ‘110’. So backtracking is essential to find 
all the possible matches and return the highest priority rule. 
Performance  
 From the storage requirement point of view, hierarchical trie is most efficient classification 
algorithm. The storage complexity is O(dW). Here N is the number of rules in the rule set of 
the classifier, d is the number sub fields in each rule and W is the maximum depth of each sub 
field. But on the negative side, it takes a long time in selecting the matched rule, backtracking 
is performed in the search to take into account all the rules matched by the packet and the 
highest priority one is chosen. Backtracking is also essential since the trie structure does not 
effectively show the priority levels of the rules. The search time complexity is O(Wd) since for 
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searching each trie the time taken is O(W) and there are d subfields in the rule set , so intuitively 
the search  time complexity will be O(Wd). The update complexity is O(d2W). 
3.2.2 Set Pruning Trie 
     
The set pruning trie is a tweaked form of the hierarchical trie which solves the backtracking 
problem prevalent in hierarchical trie. 
Rule storing structure  
In this trie structure, each F2 trie node containing a valid prefix is duplicated into its descendant 
trie structure and then the F2 trie structure is built as per the new rule set. In the example given 
below , the two dimensional set pruning trie is constructed using the rule set of the table 3. In 
the original hierarchical trie, the rules sets in the F2 trie structure for the F1 trie nodes A,B and 
D are (R7), (R4, R5, R6) and  (R1, R2) respectively. But here in the set pruning trie structure 
the corresponding F2 trie nodes of the F1 trie nodes A, B and D are (R7), (R4, R5, R6, R7) and 
(R1, R2, R4, R5, R6, R7) respectively since the rule sets have been copied into the descendants 
from the ancestor’s trie nodes. 
 
FIGURE 10. SET-PRUNING TRIE DATA STRUCTURE FOR THE RULE SET IN TABLE 3 
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Classification scheme 
                   Packet with header prefix (001,110) is used to demonstrate the packet classification 
using set pruning trie. The process of rule matching is done by matching the d-tuple packet 
header with each of the d dimension of the set pruning trie. Here also the search process 
matches with multiple rules R1, R2 and R6 , and again R1 is chosen as the matching since it 
satisfies the longest prefix matching and has the highest priority. Here there is no backtracking 
because all the similar prefixes of the ancestor nodes have already been copied into all the 
descendant nodes. 
 
Performance 
                   The backtacking in the hierarchical trie were a necessity because the rule sets of 
the F1 trie are disjoint sets, also we don’t know in advance as to which F2 trie contains the 
matching rule. Since the set pruning trie eliminates this need, so the search time complexity is 
reduced to O(dW) instead of O(Wd) as in the case of hierarchical tries. But the elimination of 
backtracking process comes at the cost of increased memory requirement. The storage 
complexity is O(NddW) as a rule is needed to replicated maximum Nd number of times. The 
complexity to update rules in the trie structure is of the order O(Nd). 
 
3.2.3 Grid of Tries 
 
Rule storing structure  
                  The grid of tries trie structure solves both the demerits of the hierarchical trie and 
the set pruning trie i.e. the backtracking process and excess memory requirement respectively. 
Here the switching pointers to the F2 trie are pre computed and stored in selected F2 tries. This 
process is equivalent to merging of F2 trie nodes of the ancestors into the F2 trie nodes of the 
descendant. The switching pointer which are labelled as Ps are 0/1 and inserted at node y whenever its 
corresponding node in the set-pruning trie has a 0/1-pointer to another node z while y does not. Node z 
may have many corresponding nodes in the set pruning trie but y points to the one present in the F2-trie 
that is most similar to the F2 trie having node y.   
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FIGURE 11. GRID OF TRIES DATA STRUCTURE FOR THE RULE SET IN TABLE 3 
 
 
Classification scheme 
                       If the switching pointers in the grid of tries are considered as 0/1-pointers, then the search 
procedure is the same as in the set-pruning trie. For the incoming packet header is (001,110), the 
F2 trie node R2 which is denoted as F2 B-trie, the basic change between the trie structures in 
the figure 8 and figure 9 is that node R2 is duplicated to its ancestor nodes in the set pruning 
structure where as in the grid of trie structure pre computed switching pointer ‘0’ is used to 
point to node x’ from node x i.e. R7. The pre computed switching pointers are represented by 
the dashed arrows.    
Performance 
                        The storage complexity is reduced to O(NdW) as compared to the complexity 
of O(NddW) of the set pruning trie. The search time complexity of O(dW) is the same as set 
pruning trie but vastly improved from hierarchical trie due to the pre computed switch pointers. 
But the problem with grid of tries structure is that it is very complex to build when the number 
of fields increases. Also incremental updates to be applied to the trie structure are quite complex 
since many pointers are to be altered. If any node needs to be deleted, then the pointers pointing 
to that node needs to be reoriented to the new node created in its place. 
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3.3 Proposed Packet Classification Algorithm 
 
                        The heiarachial trie algorithms described earlier suffer from either longer search 
process problem or large memory consumption or increasing complexity. The set pruning trie 
solves the problem of backtracking to ancestor nodes but it results in occupying a large amount 
of memory space.  Also there are grid of tries but their complexity increase enormously when 
the number of fields in the rule set increases. So we have proposed a modified tree structure 
based on the fact that more specific prefixes i.e. longer prefixes generally have higher priorities. 
If a packet header prefix is matched first by a matching rule with more specific prefix, it is in 
the offing that particular rule is the best matching rule and so the tree search can be 
circumvented for most of the inputs by just comparing the packet header prefix with the 
matching rule with the highest priority of each level 2 trie containing the destination trie 
addresses. The ancestor or parent tree pointer is saved in each destination tree root node so that 
it will be linked to the that ancestor whenever the search process commences. So it is like a set 
pruning trie employing binary search tree with deletion of the empty nodes in the destination 
trie. 
3.3.1 Construction of a set pruning trie employing binary search 
 
                      The proposed modified set pruning trie algorithm is an amalgamation of binary 
search tree and set pruning trie.  The trie construction is similar to the set pruning trie but with 
the removal of empty internal nodes in the destination trie by employing the binary search trie 
algorithm. The two field modified set pruning trie is constructed using the table 3 field 
numbered 1 and 2, 1 for the source IP prefixes and 2 for the destination IP prefixes. 
                      For employing this scheme, the IP addresses in the destination trie should be 
stored in increasing order of length of the prefixes. While comparing two prefixes having 
different lengths, the shorter length prefix is equated to a similar length substring of the longer 
length prefix. If the matching turns out to be equal, then the next bit of the prefix with longer 
length is observed. If the next bit is one, then the loner length prefix is denoted as bigger or 
else the prefix with smaller length is denoted as bigger. So the binary search trie sanctions a 
restriction on constructing the binary destination trie, in way it forces a ancestor node to be 
located at a higher level than a child or descendant node in order that the ancestor prefix is 
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compared earlier. Therefore the shorter length ancestor prefix will be matched prior to a longer 
length prefix provided they are in a prefix nesting liaison. 
3.3.2 Deleting the empty internal nodes 
 
                 In binary search trie structure, the empty internal nodes are removed if they satisfy 
the following two conditions, firstly they should have no child or only one child and secondly, 
they should not be a grey node, i.e. it should not contain the next hop information or any 
matching rule. The level 2 of the trie structure is built using the destination table IP prefixes. 
The valid bit’s entry is set to one when a rule is saved in the node or else the node is deleted 
when it has no stored rule. If the node is deleted the child pointers pointing to it are reset to the 
next available ancestor so it maintains a continuity in the search process for all other field 
comparisons. The linked list pointer are used for connecting the source and destination prefix 
pairs and the rules associated are arranged in decreasing order of their importance by the link 
list. 
 
FIGURE 12. THE PROPOSED MODIFIED SET PRUNING TRIE USING BINARY SEARCH 
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3.3.3 Search procedure 
The search process is similar to as in stet pruning trie, the incoming packet is searched for the 
longest matching rule with the same fields. The incoming packet’s source address is compared 
with the level 1 trie for field F1 with 0 prefix denoting to the left pointer, it points out that the 
input address is smaller in length than the prefix stored in that node and 1 prefix pointing 
towards the right pointer. If the packet matches any node in the source IP prefix trie  or there 
are no more nodes to be traversed then it follows the next tree pointer pointing to the next level 
of trie .i.e. to the destination IP tree. The rule which is best matching is given the lowest priority 
number. Now the search in the destination IP trie is done recursively as in the source IP trie. 
For the same packet used in previous tries (001,110), the nodes in the destination IP trie 
traversed and matches are R2, R1 and R6, but R1 is best matching rule due to its highest 
priority. 
3.3.4 Algorithm Performance 
 
The search complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(dlogN), replacing W which is depth od 
each field with logN, where N is the number of rules in the rule set. The memory requirement 
is less than or at maximum equal to that of the set pruning trie i.e. O (Nd) which is the same as 
the hierarchical set-pruning trie, in the worst case. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Implementation of Algorithms in SDN 
4.1 Openflow 
 
                    Openflow is an open standard for software defined network (SDN) based 
communication protocol facilitating access in between the forwarding planes of switches and 
routers. It is basically an open network protocol for switches and routers providing 
sophisticated traffic management. It is a standardized platform for network researchers to 
perform experiments on internal working of network devices such as routers and switches. It 
also provides greater programmable control of network which results in the development of 
new applications in virtual environment. 
                     Protocol is nothing but a specific set of rules that is used between two end point 
users in a communication system. Protocols specify the way in which the communication 
packets between the users. Some examples of the protocols used in today’s network are- IP, 
UDP, RTP, TCP, BGP, OSPF, DHCP etc.  
                     In traditional routers and switches, the data path functions such as fast packet 
classification and control path functions such as high level routing are both handled by the 
same device. An open flow switch splits up the two tasks. The high level routing decisions are 
communicated by a separate controller to the data path functions performing switch. The open 
flow protocol is the communication protocol used by the open flow controller and the switch 
for communicating with each other. The communication occurring between these two entities 
includes packets sending and receiving status, updating the forwarding tables and the classifier 
rule sets, and packet traffic statistics. The data path of the switch contains a flow table 
consisting of a certain set of rules and certain fields in each rule and an action associated with 
that rule such as sending it to a particular output port, altering certain fields of the rules or 
dropping the packet. The open flow switches receive a packet and sends it to the controller and 
the controller processes a path for the packet by decoding its header information. 
                        So basically openflow creates an open platform for network researchers to 
program and test innovative network routing and switching protocols without having the need 
to buy sophisticated network equipment for applications such as secure networks, virtual 
machine mobility, internet of things, IP based mobile communication, cloud services etc. 
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 4.2 Software Defined Network    
                
                 SDN is the technology on which the open switches using open flow protocols 
operate. It is used to execute the control plane functionalities on commodity servers and general 
purpose hardware such as personal computers. It excludes the need for specific network 
hardware components. It helps in maintaining, control and program the data plane from a 
central controller. It is designed to not only control not just a networking equipment but an 
entire network consisting of several hosts and a controller. So SDN is as sort of revolution in 
the networking industry that facilitated the shift from static networks to programmable flexible 
networks. 
                  NOX is a form of the software defined network. It is an open platform for budding 
network scientists to test and run their programmable networks. The first SDN technology to 
be implemented was Ethane that was developed by a Stanford based network researcher. NOX 
provides a network programmer fast and asynchronous user interface on linux platform using 
Ubuntu OS.  
                   The network topology considered in this project is that of 4 hosts connected to a 
switch and the switch is managed by a controller.  
 
 
FIGURE 13. OPEN FLOW SETUP TOPOLOGY 
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4.3. Results and Discussions               
 
                     The trie algorithms which are coded in python and then codes are simulated on 
openflow platform NOX, using 4 host and 1switch with a controller configuration shown in 
the previous algorithm. There are three separate terminal emulators run on Linux platforms 
simultaneously on openflow SDN, one of the windows is for configuring the network topology 
as mentioned earlier, second window is for loading the “python.py” file in which coding of the 
respective trie algorithms are loaded along with some proposed modification. The 
modifications include a separate module of codes for including the serial port of the NOX and 
setting up the timing and packet counters along the trie algorithms.  
 Given below are some snapshots of the programming window running in the virtual box. By 
using some particular functions such as “packETH” and “packETH.cli” we can create and 
modify the type and size of packets we want to send to the switch. 
 
 
FIGURE 14. USE OF PACKETH FUNCTION TO GENERATE PACKETS 
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FIGURE 15. OUTPUT SNAPSHOT OF THE SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
 
FIGURE 16. USE OF PACKETH.CLI FUNCTION TO SEND THE PACKETS 
There are various ways in which the proposed algorithm can be optimised and it depends on 
the characteristics of the rule sets used. Using class bench database, some particular rule sets 
have been used for comparing the classification algorithms and these rule sets accurately 
replicate the characteristics of a real time classifier. The rule sets employed for performing the 
comparison are firewall, access control list (ACL) and IP chain (IPC) and these rule sets have 
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sizes of 1000 rules and 5000 rules. The physiognomies of the various rule sets depends on the 
distribution of rules according to their source and destination prefix lengths. In the access 
control list rule set majority of the rule sets have long source and destination prefix lengths. 
But in the IP chain and firewall rule sets, there is an even distribution of long length and short 
length source and destination prefixes.  
                      Zero length source and destination prefixes are known as wildcards. If a wildcard 
is present in a rule set, then for a packet to match a rule it has to match both, the wildcard as 
well as the longest matching rule. So if a rule set has many wildcard rule sets, then the wildcard 
acts as an ancestor of every node, so these rules have to be copied into all the descendant trie 
nodes which contain the next hop destination addresses. This results in excess number of 
duplicated rules which in turn increase the amount of memory occupied. In the access rule sets 
there are no wildcards in the top 80% priority. The importance of the wildcards are generally 
low. And in the IP chain and the Firewall rule sets, there are no wildcards in top 60% rules as 
per priority in the rule sets. The search process becomes more efficient if the non-wildcards are 
searched first as they have higher priority as it automatically avoids the searching for 
comparatively low priority wildcards. The number of incoming packets used in the simulations 
are three times the number of rules used in the rule sets.  
 
FIGURE 17 GRAPH DEPICTING NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR 1K RULE SETS 
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The classification speed is calculated by taking the number of memory accesses into account. 
The number of nodes accessed in the source and destination tries is equivalent to the number 
of memory accesses i.e. the number of visits in the memory entries in the linked list. The 
performance of the Hierarchical Trie, Set Pruning Trie, Grid of Tries and the proposed trie 
algorithm have been compared. The performance comparison are done by taking the Rule sets 
containing 1000 and 5000 rules each of Access control list, firewall and IP chain rule sets.   
 
FIGURE 18 GRAPH DEPICTING NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR 5K RULE SETS 
 
 The proposed algorithm is designed to reduce the memory overburden caused by the set 
pruning tries. It has performed better than all the algorithms while using both the 1000 and 
5000 rule sets.  
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FIGURE 19. MEMORY REQUIREMENT OF THE 1K RULE SETS (IN KBYTES) 
 
 
FIGURE 20. MEMORY REQUIREMENT OF THE 5K RULE SETS (IN KBYTES) 
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Also the number of memory accesses of the efficient algorithm proposed do not change much 
with type of rule sets. As expected the set pruning tries occupy memory in excess as compared 
to any of the trie based algorithm. The proposed algorithm consumes very less memory because 
of the removal of the empty internal nodes and also the search speed is improved a lot as the 
search algorithm does not have to traverse the empty internal nodes and also backtracking have 
been removed by the use of set pruning trie structure.This improvement in the performance is 
due to both, avoidance of backtracking and deletion of empty nodes. It has been seen that the 
memory required for the proposed algorithm are less than 500 Kbyte for each rule sets, so the 
proposed algorithm can be easily be embedded in a IC chip. 
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Chapter-5 
CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 
The research work presented in the thesis mainly deals with analysis, comparison and 
development of trie based classification algorithms. The simulation of the packet classification 
algorithms have been carried out in Software defined Networks operating on NOX 
environment for varying rule sets. The different rule sets used in the simulations are IP chain, 
access control list and firewall. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm fares 
better than the existing trie based algorithms in terms of memory space occupied and search 
speed. It consumes much smaller space to be executed and has faster search speed than the 
existing techniques as shown in the graphs plotted in chapter 4 obtained after simulating the 
algorithms in test bench environment. Since the algorithm consumes very less space in the 
memory, so it can be easily embedded in a chip to be used in a router to get improved packet 
classification performance.  
5.2 Scope for future work 
 
The search speed and memory requirement indices have been investigated for the trie based 
classification algorithms. Since the networks are evolving to cater to the diversified distributed 
applications so the routers have to cater to the needs of such a network. So the areas in which 
further research work can be done are: 
1. Increasing the number of the fields in the rule sets to accommodate more and more 
distributed network services. 
2. Implementing the same algorithm in Range based classification scheme and observe their 
performance characteristics. 
3. Increasing the real time rule sets containing tens of thousands of rule sets and tracking the 
performance of the algorithms with the rule sets continuously updated by the routing 
protocols.  
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